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A(ii) Executive summary

Babayaga Krepek brownies offer brownie-based food products that are made
into chips to provide customer satisfaction. This identifies people who want to eat
cracker brownies as their snack. It is an affordable product price. It also targets
children, families, and students to buy this product.

Babayaga Krepek's marketing strategy is product selection and pricing. It
offers a reasonable price because many people want to buy this special product in
Melaka and Malaysia. So I developed a marketing strategy that paid attention to
buying Babayaga Krepek Brownies. It tastes good and the product is high quality

Ali Imran Bin Mohaini is in charge of Babayaga Krepek Brownies. I created a
Facebook page to promote my business through social media, and I learned how to
make a Facebook post for a business product, whether it is a teaser post, a soft sale, or
a hard sell. To minimize profit drops, I must also increase sales and spend prudently
on my goods. I need to market the product through social media throughout Malaysia,
particularly in Malacca. I'm also learning how to utilize eCommerce to track sales.
Selling this product as my endeavor is a challenge for me.
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B(i) Business Registration
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B(ii) Introduction of business

Name And Address Of Business

My business name is Babayaga Krepek Brownies. It is a private company
because I am a private owner and do not have a partner to start this business. For the
time to come when this company has a strong and stable profit amount, I will most
likely find a partner to continue this company’s legacy to grow even greater. This
business sells cracker brownies. This was created from a very creative innovation in
producing products such as brownies to cookies that can be enjoyed easily. I run this
business from home only located in Melaka. I decided to sell this product because this
product is new in the market and has various innovations in creating it as well as
attracting the public to enjoy and taste the new food product. It is difficult to find and
get this product because this product has captivated the community to try and make
the stock to meet the demand is very limited. I also don't have an employee to make
these brownies. This happens because I get this food product from a supplier. And I
only sell and promote these products with the experience I have to attract buyers. I am
an agent under the supplier. I get this product from a supplier who is in nine states.

Organization Chart
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Mission

My mission in this business I run is to try the ins and outs of the business
world. besides that also my mission is to introduce this product to the public about
this product. This is because the product I am selling is homemade, a product
produced by our race, and this product is halal and safe to eat. This product is also a
product in the food category that innovates brownies to be made into cookies and the
community can enjoy eating the brownies themselves. This product is still new in the
market and it is very rare to get it due to very limited stock.

Vision

My vision is to sell and market this product up out of the country and want or
want this product to be able to penetrate overseas markets. This product is also
suitable for outsiders because before they only tasted the brownies themselves and
never taste the brownies that had been innovated into cookies. This is because there
they already taste and know-how the brownies themselves so I want them to taste how
the brownies themselves are made into cookies. I am confident that they will accept
and love this innovation made.

Descriptions of products / services

My business is “Brownies Chips” which have a variety of flavors. The flavors
marketed by my business are dark chocolate, pull tea, hazelnut coffee, matcha (green
tea), and red velvet. Red velvet is the latest flavor. The supplier has launched this new
product on a limited basis and is an exclusive product that is only available on the
festive day of Hari Raya Aidilfitri. It is a special edition for lovers of brownie chips.
the most widely ordered and purchased product by customers is dark chocolate. The
taste of this product is not much similar to the existing brownies sold in cake shops.
But quite crunchy because it is a cookie. I do not make shipments that require any
postal money. I only make cash on delivery (COD) or customers will pick up their
orders. Easier because most of our customers live or live near my place.
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PRODUCT

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION

Red Velvet
It is the newest flavour that krepek brownies produce. It is
taste sweeter than other flavour but it is not too sweet. But it
is just nice and will suitable for the sweet lover.

Hazelnut Coffee
This flavour is quite bitter, but not too bitter and it is nice for
the cookies. It is suitable to the coffee lover because it will
taste the coffee itself but not too much.

Dark Chocolate
Even this flavour is dark chocolate but it does not taste
bitter. It taste sweet but not to sweeter like red velvet. It
suitable for those who are on diet. Because dark chocolate
is good for diet.

Matcha (Green Tea ) Matcha is taste like a green tea, it is not too sweet or too
bitter. It is also good for diet. Because it is not sweeter from
sugar, it came from the tea itself.

Teh Tarik This is suitable for the veteran that do not like sweet and
want an old taste. It is taste like teh tarik for drink but not
much sweet like the drink.
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Price list

FLAVOUR PRICE

Red Velvet RM15

Hazelnut Coffee RM15

Dark Chocolate RM15

Matcha (Green Tea ) RM15

Teh Tarik RM15
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B (iii) FACEBOOK

I built a Facebook page when I first started my business. This is to advertise
our products and services among Facebook users, particularly those in our business
region, to raise awareness of our Krepek brownies business.

Not only that, but I'm aware that people nowadays are increasingly interested
in internet resources where they can quickly search for and obtain information. As a
result, having a Facebook profile is one of the best ways to link our businesses online.
We had prepared Facebook posts such as teaser, soft sale, and hard sell with the
linked company on the Babayaga Krepek Brownies page.

Creating Facebook (FB) page
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Customing URL Facebook (FB) page

Facebook pages URL : https://www.facebook.com/Babayaga-Krepek-Brownies

Facebook (FB) post – Teaser

https://www.facebook.com/Babayaga-Krepek-Brownies
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Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Hard sell)
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Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Soft sell)
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Graphics
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B (iv) Conclusion

In a nutshell, Babayaga Krepek Brownies is a business that sells a variety of
flavors of cookies not only faces to face but also online. By creating a business page
on Facebook, I was able to promote and market our products and services as well as
raise awareness of our existing business brand among Facebook users, particularly
those who live near our business location.We may also upload the most recent
information on our business activities or events using this type of platform.

Furthermore, it is beneficial not only to our business but also to ourselves, as
we can keep up with current business trends by not just utilizing Facebook, but also
other accessible platforms where we can improve our knowledge and skills. Then it
will keep us from becoming obsolete businessmen while also developing us by
keeping up with current developments in our nation.

As a result, as a start-up business, I was able to fulfill some of my goals with
success and will continue to do so in the future by extending and operating my
business through other accessible social media and improving our marketing approach.


